Abstract-Gaussian Process State Space Models (GP-SSMs) are a non-parametric model class suitable to represent nonlinear dynamics. They become increasingly popular in datadriven modeling approaches, i.e. when no first-order physicsbased models are available. Although a GP-SSM produces wellbehaved approximations and gains increasing popularity, the fundamental system dynamics are just sparsely researched. In this paper, we present stability results for the GP-SSM depending on selected covariance function employing a deterministic point of view as widely done in the literature. The focus is set on the squared exponential function which is one of the most used covariance functions for nonlinear regression. We start with calculations according to the equilibrium points of GP-SSM and continue with conditions for stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Model-based control is a widespread technique for the control of dynamic systems. Most current methods employ parametric model descriptions, i.e. for linear systems ARX or ARMAX. For nonlinear dynamics, the model-building process is much more complicated and it is often restricted to a specific class of systems. Just few popular approaches, such as NARMAX or Volterra series models, are available. A strong limitation of such identification strategies is that in many cases parametric models from first order physics laws are difficult to obtain. Especially, for complex systems such as human motion [1] or gas-liquid separation [2] nonparametric techniques hold great promise. One popular possibility is to treat the systems as distribution over functions and use Gaussian Process State Space Models (GP-SSMs) to describe the nonlinear dynamic of the systems [3] . GP-SSMs become more and more popular in system identification for their favorable properties such as the bias variance trade-off and the strong Bayesian mathematics background. A Gaussian Process generates data located throughout some domain such that any finite subset of the range follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution. This offers a powerful tool for nonlinear function regression with little prior knowledge [4] . The output of a GP prediction is a normal distributed variable which is uniquely defined by mean and variance. A Gaussian Process State Space Model is the application of a Gaussian Process to model a dynamic system, see e.g. [5] . The GPs are trained by some input-output pairs of the system. Afterwards, they can estimate the mapping between the input and the output in untrained state space regions. Although Gaussian Process State Space Models become increasingly popular [6] and start to be successfully used in control theory, e.g. for adaptive control [7] , the system properties of the GP-SSM are only sparsely researched. In most of the works, where a GP-SSM is considered in a control setting, just the mean function of the process is employed, see e.g. [8] and [9] . This is mainly because the GP is often used for replacing other deterministic methods. In order to provide rigorous guarantees on the system behavior, stability properties of GP-SSMs need to be well-understood, see e.g. [10] and [11] . For linear system identification exists a stable kernel approach which include information on impulse response stability [12] . Chowdhary et al. presented a stability proof of an adaptive control approach with a Gaussian Process uncertainty model [13] for nonlinear systems which is based on a bounded error model. A related model class are Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) which assume that every data point is generated from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions. Khansari-Zadeh et al. show for GMMs a syntheses approach for learning stable trajectories of a nonlinear dynamical system with GMMs [14] . In fact, it has been widely acknowledged, e.g. in [15] , that stability issues of GP-SSMs require careful attention in the future. The fundamental stability analysis of Gaussian Process State Space Models is still open. The contribution of this paper is the study of equilibria of Gaussian Process State Space Models and their stability properties in terms of Lyapunov stability and ultimate boundedness. GP-SSMs with a linear, polynomial and the widespread squared exponential covariance function are analyzed. We determine the number of equilibrium points and present stability conditions for these models. The derived results are illustrated in numerical simulations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II we introduce definitions about Gaussian Process State Space Models. In Section III the equilibrium points of GP-SSMs are analyzed. Stability conditions for GP-SSMs are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V presents some illustrations of the previous proofs.
Notation: Bold characters are used for vectors and vectorvalued functions. Matrices are denoted by capital letters. The expression N (µ, Σ) describes a normal distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ. The euclidean norm is given by · . The mean and variance of a probability variable is written as µ(·) and var(·).
II. MODELING WITH GP-SSMS
In this section, we start with the necessary background information about Gaussian Processes and their application for GP-SSMs.
A. GP Definition
Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space with the sample space Ω, the σ-algebra F and the probability measure P . The set X ⊆ R n with n ∈ N * denotes a corresponding index set. A stochastic process is a discrete or real valued function f (x, ω) that for every fixed x ∈ X is a measurable function of ω ∈ Ω. For fixed ω ∈ Ω, the function f (x, ω) becomes a deterministic function of x. This function is known as sample path or realization of the stochastic process. If x ∈ X is fixed, the function f (x, ω) is a random variable on Ω. A Gaussian Process is such a stochastic process which can also be interpreted as a distribution over functions. Therefore, it describes a probability distribution over an infinite dimensional vector space. Gaussian Processes are fully specified by a mean function m(x) ∈ C 0 and a covariance function k(x, x ′ ) ∈ C 0 , which is also known as kernel function. The elements of the index set X are called states.
The value of the covariance function k(x, x ′ ) is an indicator of the interaction of two states (x, x ′ ). In practice, the mean function is often set to zero, as this simplifies calculations without limiting the expressive power of the process. The choice of the covariance function and its parameters is a degree of freedom of the GP regression. The essential part in GP model learning is the selection of the function k(x, x ′ ) and the estimation of its free parameters ϕ, called hyperparameters. Common covariance functions include the squared exponential, the linear, and the polynomial covariance function, see Table I .
SUMMARY OF SOME COMMONLY-USED COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS.
The hyperparameters σ 2 0 and σ 2 f describe the signal variance which determines the average distance of the function f (x) away from its mean. A Gaussian Process with a linear covariance function is a Bayesian linear regression with variance σ 2 0 . More flexibility provides the polynomial function which allows to learn nonlinear models. Probably the most widely used covariance function in machine learning is the squared exponential covariance function, see [4] , with the related hyperparameters {σ f , λ}. The length-scale λ determines the number of expected upcrossing of the level zero in a unit interval by a zero-mean GP. This covariance function is infinitely differentiable which means that the GP exhibits a smooth behavior. A more detailed discussion about the advantages of different kernel functions can be found, for example, in [16] and [17] .
B. Gaussian Process State Space Models
A Gaussian Process State Space Model for autonomous, discrete systems maps the current state x k to the next step ahead state x k+1 .
where the vector x k ∈ X represents the state of the system. The vector function m(
contains the mean functions for each component of
⊤ is composed of covariance functions where ϕ i is the corresponding set of hyperparameters, see Table I . Due to the fact, that the GP can only map to a one dimensional space, a n-dimensional system needs n GPs. So the representation (3) is defined by
To predict x k+1 for a given x k the GP-SSM is trained with training input and output pairs. Suppose, we set the mean m(·) = 0 and we have m training inputs
and outputs {x ji+1 } m i=1 pairs with j i ∈ N,x ∈ X . We arrange the data in an input training matrix which is defined by X = [x j1 ,x j2 , . . . ,x jm ] and an output train-
Using the marginalization property, the prediction for each component of the one step ahead state vector x i,k+1 is calculated as Gaussian distributed variable with the mean µ(x i,k+1 ) and the variance var(x i,k+1 ). The joint distribution of the i-th component of the predicted next step ahead state x i,k+1 and the corresponding vector of the training outputs Y is
where Y 1...m,i is the i-th column of the matrix Y . The function K ϕi (X, X) is called covariance matrix, and k ϕi (x k , X) the vector-valued extended covariance function with the set of hyperparameters ϕ i . They are defined by
A prediction of the i-th component of x k+1 is produced with
where µ i (·) is the mean and var i (·) the variance of the random variable. The addition of σ 2 n,i ∈ R * + , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m} allows the algorithm to handle noisy input data. Besides, the numerical stability of the matrix inversion increases. The n normal distributed components are combined in a multivariable distribution.
III. EQUILIBRIUM POINTS OF GP-SSMS
In this section, we analyze the GP-SSM in terms of the existence of equilibrium points. In the following, we focus on the deterministic point of view. Therefore, just the mean predictionx k+1 = µ(x k+1 ) is taken into account (deterministic GP-SSM). We call the set of equilibrium points of a discrete-time system X * with
The cardinality |X * | is the number of equilibrium points. Each component of the predicted state vector of a deterministic GP-SSM, see (8) , can be written as weighted sum of covariance functions. The number of covariance functions is equal to the number of training points m.
The vector of weighting factors
depends on the inverse of the covariance matrix with signal noise (K ϕi (X, X) + Iσ 2 n,i ) −1 , the output training matrix Y and the required component i. The following gives an overview about the behavior of the different covariance functions presented in Table I .
A. Squared exponential covariance function
The often used squared exponential covariance func-
is very powerful for nonlinear function regression. The following theorem gives a lower bound of the quantity of equilibrium points.
Proposition 1. The set of equilibrium points of deterministic GP-SSMs with squared exponential covariance function has at least one equilibrium point
Proof. The idea of the proof is that each single equation x * i,k = f i (x k ) has a solution for any fixed component x j,k with j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j = i. Therefore, it must exist at least one solution for the overall system of equations. For the proof of the minimum quantity of equilibrium points, we consider (14) and insert the squared exponential covariance function
The parameters σ i,f and λ i are the corresponding hyperparameters of the function f i (·). As far as the authors know, it is not possible to find an analytic solution for this kind of multivariate equation system. Therefore, the system functions will be treated separately. This kind of view neglects the effects of the multivariate structure but provides also a valid solution. An important property of the squared exponential function is the behavior at the limit:
Since the limit of the squared exponential function is zero, the limit of the weighted sum of squared exponential functions must be also zero.
We recall Bolzano's theorem which is a special case of the intermediate value theorem. Since Bolzano's theorem just holds for scalar functions, (15) must be rewritten as function of a scalar variable. For this purpose, the components x * j with j ∈ {1, . . . , n}|j = i are fixed. The resulting function is called f
Due to the fact that f s i (·) is continuous and the limits lim
have a different sign, Bolzano's theorem predicts at least one solution
i ) has such a solution. Therefore, there must exist an equilibrium point x * which fulfils x * = f (x * ). Figure 1 demonstrates the idea of the proof. For an example system with two states, the top row shows colorcoded on the left side the difference between f 1 (x k ) and x 1,k and on the right side the difference between f 2 (x k ) and x 2,k . If the distance is zero, which is illustrated by dark color, the component of the state vector x i,k equals f i (x k ). The second row shows the slice plane f 
B. Linear covariance function
The next analysis is about the equilibrium points of the linear covariance function k(x,
Proposition 2. The set of equilibrium points of deterministic GP-SSMs with linear covariance function has the following properties:
Proof. We start with (14) and use the linear covariance function.x
Since the sum of linear functions is also a linear function, the whole one step ahead state vectorx k+1 is denoted bȳ
. . .
and is written as non-homogeneous linear system with state matrix A ∈ R n×n and offset b ∈ R n . The equilibrium points are calculated by solving the equation x * = Ax * + b with A I = I − A and the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix (A I ) + the set of equations may behave in any one of three possible ways:
(i) The system has a single unique solution if rank(A I ) = rank(A I |b) = n ⇒ X * = {(A I ) −1 b} (ii) The system has infinitely many solutions if rank(
The system has no solution if rank(A I ) = rank(A I |b) ⇒ X * = {∅} Due to the fact that the presented conditions (ii) and (iii) are very unlikely, a system with infinitely many solutions or no solution is in practice as good as impossible. For example, if we assume a one dimensional system, A must be exactly 1 to obtain infinitely many solutions (if b = 0) or no solution (if b = 0).
C. Polynomial covariance function
The second studied function is the polynomial covariance function k(x,
p which is more flexible and allows nonlinear function estimation. The degree p is important for the quantity of equilibrium points as the next theorem shows.
Proposition 3. The set of equilibrium points of deterministic GP-SSMs with polynomial covariance function has the following properties
where p i is the degree of the corresponding covariance function to the i-th component ofx k+1 .
Proof. We use again (14) and insert the polynomial covariance function
where p = [p 1 , . . . , p n ] ⊤ ∈ N n contains the degree of each covariance function. With the multinomial theorem and the condition for equilibrium points x * = f (x * ), equation (26) can be written as
(27) with 0 ≤ l 1 , . . . , l n+1 ≤ n and α l1,...,ln+1 ∈ R. The term of the left-hand side can be integrate in the right-hand side by adapting the coefficients α l1,...,ln+1 to β i,l1,...,ln+1 ∈ R.
The theorem of Bézout gives an upper bound for the number of roots for this polynomial system. Theorem 2 (Bézout, [19] ). Unless a square polynomial system denoted by f (x) with degree d i of each polynomial function f i (x)
has an infinite number of zeros, the number of its isolated zeros in C n , counting multiplicities, does not exceed the
Due to the fact that the real numbers are a subset of the complex numbers, the resulting number of zeros in R n is less or equal than the number given by Bézout's theorem. For incomplete polynomials Bernstein's theorem allows to calculate a tighter bound for the number of zeros. Since the generated polynomial functions by (28) are complete, Bernstein's theorem does not provide a closer boundary.
IV. STABILITY
In this section we analyze the stability of the calculated equilibrium points of deterministic GP-SSMs. For each presented covariance function the related stability condition can be found in the following listing.
Theorem 3 (Stability of GP-SSMs with squared exponential covariance function). A deterministic GP-SSM with squared exponential covariance function and m training points has the following properties:
(i) There exists an invariant set
which is also globally attractive. (ii) The solution is globally uniformly ultimately bounded with bound
Proof. The proof starts with presenting some properties of the smooth covariance function k ϕi (x, x ′ ). For all σ f ∈ R + and λ ∈ R * the function is bounded with
According the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the results above the following holds:
Therefore, the invariant set Λ is a neighbourhood of zero which is determined by
Furthermore, we want to show that the set Λ is attractive, (i). Since (31) shows that for any x 0 ∈ X the absolute value of the next step state vector x 1 is equal or less σ
, the state x k approaches Λ for k ≥ 1. This guarantees globally uniformly ultimately boundedness, (ii), with ultimate bound
An important consequence of Theorem 3 is that it is not possible to learn unbounded system trajectories with the GP-SSM which are based on the squared exponential covariance function. . . . 
is equal or less one. If |σ(A)| < 1 the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable.
Proof. The theorem is a direct application of Lyapunovs direct method. Since the polynomial function is smooth, the derivative exists.
V. SIMULATIONS

A. Equilibrium points
In this section we want to present some illustrations for the equilibrium sets with different covariance functions. For this purpose, 100 randomly linear systems are generated:
where a As comparison, the same procedure is applied with random generated nonlinear system which have a multiple number of equilibrium points: Table II  and Table III show the number of found equilibrium points of the trained GP-SSMs by the linear and the nonlinear systems. Since it is very unlikely that a GP-SSM with Cov linear covariance function trained by the system (35) has zero or infinity equilibrium points, the tables shows just an quantity of one. The polynomial covariance function has always equal or less than p 2 equilibrium points and the squared exponential GP-SSMs more than zero.
B. Stability example
Due to the fact that the squared exponential function is one of the most used covariance function, we present here an example for the boundedness of this kind of GP-SSM. This example deals with the well-known, nonlinear system the Van der Pol oscillator. The discretization of the oscillator is described by [20] with
where T ∈ R is the sample time and the parameter ǫ ∈ R a scalar which influence the nonlinearity of the system. For this example ǫ is set to −0.8 and the sample time T = 0.1. Gaussian distributed noise is added by n 1 , n 2 ∼ N (0, 0. The hyperparameters are optimized by the minimization of the log. likelihood function with a conjugate gradient method. Figure 2 shows for x 0 = −1.8, y 0 = 0 the trajectory of the system (37) x k , y k and the prediction of the trained GP-SSMx k ,ȳ k . Since the trajectory stays inside the training area, the predicted trajectory is very similar. Furthermore, the boundedness of the trained GP-SSM is demonstrated. An other example with a different initial value is presented in Fig. 3 attraction area of the oscillator and the trajectory x k , y k of the system is not bounded. Although the original trajectory is unstable, the prediction of the GP-SSM is bounded.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the equilibrium points and stability properties of Gaussian Process State Space Models (GP-SSMs) with different covariance functions. In particular, we study GP-SSMs with squared exponential, linear, and polynomial covariance function. A deterministic GP-SSM with the widely spread squared exponential covariance function generates always at least one equilibrium and is globally uniformly ultimately bounded. Therefore, it is not possible to learn unbounded trajectories with this approach. The linear covariance function generates one equilibrium point except for pathological cases. The number of equilibrium points of a GP-SSM with polynomial function is always equal or less than the degree of the polynomial. Two examples visualize the shown properties.
